
LEISURE SUIT LARRY III
PASSIONATE PATTI IN PURSUIT OF THE PULSATING PECS!

STARTING OUT: 
You start out on a ledge overlooking Nontoonyt Island where Larry 
destroyed the evil Dr. Nonookee in the last installment of the Leisure Suit 
Larry Series. Move over to the plaque in front of the lawn and LOOK at 
the PLAQUE. Then go to the left binoculars and LOOK through the 
BINOCULARS. Leave by going to the right near the bottom of the screen. 
In this screen, follow the hand behind the bush to your house and your 
wife. After you finish your conversation with Kalalau, leave the way you 
came in, go to the lower right hand corner and exit this screen. Larry will 
do this part for you. When he's finished, go back through the upper left 
hand corner and GET the piece of granandilla WOOD lying on the ground 
near the granandilla tree. Go back to Kalalau's house and OPEN the 
mailBOX (on the side of the wall) and TAKE the ENVELOPE that is inside of
it. Go to your work near the Casino. Chairman Kenneth fires you.

THE BEACH:
Go to the beach where the girl is lying on a Beach Towel. LOOK at the 
GIRL then TALK to the GIRL, GIVE her the CREDIT CARD. She will make 
love to you then a peddler will come along selling Ginsu Knives, she will 
buy one and ask you to hold it, she resumes making love then you 
become aware of the tiny little sand crabs that have been crawling inside 
of your leisure pants since the moment you laid down. then you go into a 
frenzy trying to get them out. Go to the left to the Casino and SHARPEN 
your KNIFE ON the STEPS. 

CHIP 'N' DALE'S:
Go to Chip 'n' Dale's just out side where there is an orifice on the side of 
the cliff, CUT the GRASS WITH the Ginsu KNIFE, then MAKE a SKIRT.

COMEDY HUT:
Go to the Comedy Hut. Go to the table near the bottom left hand corner 
and TALK TO AL. Say anything you want, it's just for the points, Sit in the 
seat by the table in the middle of the room. Listen to the comic's jokes 
until he does his duck imitation, again, for the points.

CABANA:
Go to the Cabana (Behind the Casino steps) TURN the WATER ON (for the 
points). TAKE the SOAP-on-a-rope. go into the left stall and WEAR the 
SKIRT.

THE BEACH:
Go to the Beach, Larry will sell the statue for you. 

CABANA:
Go back to the Cabana and go back into the left stall and WEAR your 
leisure SUIT.



THE BEACH:
Go to the Beach and GET the Beach TOWEL, USE the TOWEL. GET UP 
when you have a tan.

CASINO:
Go into the Casino. go up the steps and to the Left. While in the screen 
with the Mirror, LOOK into the MIRROR (points). Continue going left. Go to
the Maitre'd and GIVE PASS, (there are free passes to Cherri Tart's show).
Use your manual here to get past the code, if you don't have your 
manual, if you lost it or something I know I shouldn't do it but here are 
the codes: 
Page  3: 00741 Page  5: 55811 Page  6: 30004
Page  9: 18608 Page 10: 25695 Page 11: 32841
Page 12: 00993 Page 15: 09170 Page 18: 49114
Page 19: 33794 Page 22: 54482 Page 23: 62503
GIVE the twenty dollar BILL TO the MAN. After Cherri's show, go to the 
door to the left and start to walk away from it, if you do it right, a 
woman will come out of the door and go to the phone. approach her and 
LOOK at her (CHERRI). TALK to CHERRI. GIVE DEED. She will go back into 
the door.

DEWEY, CHEATEM, AND HOWE:
Go to Dewey, Cheatem, and Howe. TALK to the MAN at the desk, you 
need a DIVORCE. He will send you to Ms. Cheatem's office, SIT down on 
the couch. GET a DIVORCE, GET the DEED to the land. Leave the Building,
Go back inside the building and GET the DEED from Roger. 

CASINO:
Go back to the place where you saw Cherri and KNOCK on the DOOR, like 
she asked you to. Larry gives her the land deed and you go into the door 
and she makes love to you, then the next show is about to start and you 
are wearing Cherri's showgirl clothes, DANCE, larry, dance. You dance 
and collect 500 dollars. after the show is over, Go to Dewey, Cheatem, 
and Howe without taking the time to get your suit back.

DEWEY, CHEATEM, AND HOWE:
Go to Dewey, Cheatem, and Howe's and TALK to ROGER. When you are in
Ms. Cheatem's office she will make love to you, when you are finished, 
GET the divorce DECREE. Leave Dewey, Cheatem, and Howe's

CASINO:
Go back to the Casino and go to the place where you met Cherri Tart and 
OPEN the DOOR. Enter the room and GET you SUIT.

FAT CITY:
Go to Fat City LOOK DECREE, you will find Ms. Cheatem's Keycard to Fat 
City. now, LOOK on BACK OF the KEYCARD, this is the key to the 
combination to Ms. Cheatem's locker. enter Fat City and INSERT the 
KEYCARD in the slot on the door to the left, This is the locker room. Find 
Ms. Cheatem's locker and OPEN the LOCKER, It will ask you for the 



combination. You need your manual here, Look up each of the three 
places it listed on the back of the card, the page number the place is on is
the number of the combination, for example, if it said "The Punk 
Flamingo, Fat City, The Comedy Hut", the combination would be 2, 23, 8. 
This time I am not going to give you the numbers needed from your 
manual. GET the SWEATS from the locker, CLOSE the LOCKER and go into
the weight room. WORKOUT at each of the four stations, do 10 of each, 
once you have completed all of them, go out of the weight room and go 
back to your locker, OPEN the LOCKER and UNDRESS. CLOSE the LOCKER 
and go into the shower and TURN the WATER ON. Go to the middle of the 
screen and USE SOAP. TURN the WATER OFF and exit the shower room. 
DRY OFF, Go to your locker and USE the DEODORANT. GET your leisure 
SUIT and leave, go to the door at the top and USE your KEYCARD. LOOK 
at the GIRL. HELP BAMBI WITH her VIDEO. Bambi will eventually make 
love to you in the tanning room.

CAVE NEAR CHIP 'N' DALE'S:
Go into the cave and GET some ORCHIDS that are on the wall. MAKE a 
LEI.

CASINO:
Go to the casino, go up the stairs and to the right this time. Sit down 
beside Patti. LOOK at PATTI. GIVE the divorce DECREE to PATTI. GIVE the 
LEI to PATTI. ASK PATTI ON a DATE. She will give you the key to her 
penthouse. 

COMEDY HUT:
Go to the Comedy Hut and GET the WINE that is on the table.

CASINO:
Go back to the Casino and go to the room with the elevator and PRESS 
the BUTTON. Enter the elevator and PRESS NINE. Go up to the table and 
POUR the WINE. Larry and Patti will make love to each other. after it is all 
over, You will Play Patti. GET the empty WINE BOTTLE. go behind the 
screen and GET the PANTYHOSE, GET the PANTIES, GET the BRA, and GET
the DRESS. Go out down to the first floor. Go to the room with the piano 
and GET the magic MARKER that is on the menu. GET TIPS from the glass 
on the piano. 

CABANA:
Go to the Cabana, TURN WATER ON. FILL BOTTLE WITH WATER. 

CHIP 'N' DALE'S:
Go to Chip 'n' Dale's and GIVE the MONEY to the MAN at the door. ENTER 
the building and sit down, after the show is over and Dale walks through 
the audience, TALK TO DALE, he will sit down at your table. (for the 
points) you can talk to him, but at this point you can leave.

BAMBOO FOREST:



Go to the screen with the Bamboo forest and Enter it. You need your 
manual to maneuver through the forest, The song about Nontoonyt 
Nectarines. For every word that starts with:
N = north
S = south
E = east
W = west.
the way to get through the maze is: 
N, N, E, E, N, W, N, E, N, N, N, W, W, S, W, W, N, N, W, N.
When it says you get thirsty, DRINK the WATER. When you get through 
the maze, Go north and DRINK WATER from the stream, now, REMOVE 
your PANTYHOSE, TIE your PANTYHOSE TO the ROCK near the edge. You 
should now be at the bottom of the cliff. GET some LEAVES. CLIMB the 
TREE, GET COCONUTS, CLIMB DOWN the TREE. MAKE a ROPE. LASSO the 
ROCK on the other side of the fault. TIE the ROPE to the TREE. RIP your 
SKIRT to make a safety harness. CROSS the ROPE. now you should be 
across the chasm. follow the path to the north. Put the speed on slow 
because this part is tricky, when the Ferrel Pig comes, REMOVE your BRA.
PUT the COCONUTS IN your BRA. THROW the BRA AT the PIG. Follow the 
path, you are at a swamp. swim out to the log and PULL the LOG. GET ON
the LOG. This is an arcade sequence, you must maneuver your log 
through the river. after you are finished, you get captured by a tribe of 
Amazonian cannibal lesbian slot machine repairwomen. (or something 
like that) Anyway, You will meet Larry, when you do, USE the magic 
Marker. 

CONGRATULATIONS! YOU HAVE SOLVED THE GAME.


